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Operation Herkules 

  

“Blackshirts of the revolution, Italian men and women, at home and 

throughout the world, hear me... Italy has at last her Empire... a 

Fascist Empire."  - Benito Mussolini 
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I 

FIGHTING OPERATION HERKULES 
"With Malta in enemy hands, the Mediterranean route would be completely closed to 

us...this tiny island was a vital feature in the defence of our Middle East position." 

General Hastings Ismay 

Bypassing enemy formations is always problematic. Leaving one behind without 

sufficient capability to contain their activity just compounds difficulties. Like an 

unresolved medical issue, it could be your undoing. Malta became a thorn in the side of 

the Axis. While many plans were considered to deal with the British at Malta, German 

and Italian strategy either lacked coherent thought or attempted too many lightning 

victories in other locations to bring any of them to conclusion. The inability to control the 

Mediterranean weakened the Axis ability to supply and secure the Mediterranean and 

Africa, thereby exposing the “soft underbelly” of Europe much sooner to Allied invasion. 

However, if Malta had been attacked in 1940 by the Italians, or in 1942 in a combined 

operation, things may have been much different…  

The Game Map & Setup 

The game map is divided into territories and the three islands are solely controlled by 

the British. Axis and Allies both have off map airfields represented on the map but 

neither are territories that can be occupied by the other. Some Malta territories are 

objectives and have a number in each area that indicates their value. There is a timeline 

on each edge of the map for tracking turns (each is ½ day) and events, including the 

return of wounded Soldiers, a chart for each side set up, and a player aid showing the 

turn order and unit characteristics. 

To begin setting up the game, choose a player for each side; one for Axis and one for 

the British Forces. Players now set up their units according to unit charts. Use white 

chips under units to represent adding 1 and red for adding 5 to the number of units the 

chip sits under. There are optional forces in 1942. The players must negotiate the 

involvement of these units.  

Turn Sequence 

“Let your plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall like a 

thunderbolt.” ― Sun Tzu, The Art of War 
In Operation Hekules (OH) is played nearly simultaneously by using an incremental 

sequence. Moves are made by service groups (sea, air, land) and the combat occurs in 
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the domains of air, sea, and land. Initiative will determine which player moves first and 

which is the attacker. One game turn consists of the below sequences. 

First Turn. Allies place units, some of which must go to specific locations 

for each headquarters (HQ). Place two aircraft per airfield.  

For the 1942 scenario only, each side roll 1d6. Highest roller 

places two sea mines, other player 

places one.  

Turn 5 and 10. Axis receive one fighter, one 

tactical bomber, one transport; player 

determines if they are German or Italian. 

Turn 7. British receive two strategic bombers off 

Malta airfields. 

Operation Pedestal. Arrives on turn six (1940) 

or turn eight (1942) in sea zone 20. For 1940 scenario Axis roll ten dice 

with a hit on 2 or less. All hits applied by Allied choice. For 1942, Axis roll 

twenty dice and select hits on 2 or less.  

Move 

1) Check initiative. The Axis have the initiative for the first six turns in 1940 

and first eight turns in 1942. Afterwards, the side with the most supply 

markers on the island has the initiative and moves first. British win ties. 

 

2) Receive new units. Axis on turn five and ten, British on turn seven. 

Operation Pedestal turn six or eight. 

 

3) Chose to expend supply. A supply chip must be used if any air or land 

units starting on the island are going to conduct an offensive 

operation. The only exception are Axis airborne on one airfield 

and Axis forces on  the beach with ships (not including subs) 

immediately off shore, they may attack one adjacent territory.  

 

a. Naval forces and off map airpower are automatically supplied. 

Unsupplied units on Malta defend normally. Axis supply chips moved 

from off map to Malta are unlimited, but must be moved by transport. 
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One supply chip may be moved by air in lieu of airborne/air landing 

soldiers or two may be moved per transport. 

b. British or Axis land and air units on Malta that have not expended a 

supply chip (out of supply) may defend normally if attacked. They may 

also move into non-combat situations. They may not move to join other 

units that are already engaged. Units in contested territory may move 

out of combat. 

c. British and Axis units that are engaged with each other in a territory 

will continue combat even if they do not expend a supply chip. No new 

units may be moved forward unless supply chips are expended. 

d. Supply may be captured after a territory is cleared of the original 

owner. Roll 1D6 and highest dice determines if the supplies were 

destroyed or captured. 

 

4) Move naval units. Subs can sneak attack either by moving and firing or 

when the enemy moves into your sea zone. Coastal guns may fire when 

Axis naval units move into or pass by an adjacent sea zone. Sub and 

coastal gun fire is an instant reaction. British radar allows the player to 

redirect naval or air units up to their movement allowance if there are 

any operational. Axis transports may move uninterrupted off map to 

reload for the next assault. The first placement of Axis ships on turn one 

or with the Toulon fleet is anywhere on the map. 

 

5) Move bombers, fighters, and tactical bombers. Air defense (ADA) 

integrated in radar, sea ports, airfields, and coastal guns may fire ADA 

when Axis aircraft move into that territory. Axis flyovers of other 

territories do not encounter ADA. Axis never have ADA option to fire at 

British aircraft when occupying airfields and sea ports. British radar 

allows the player to redirect air units if there are any operational. 

 

6) Move land units, stopping when encountering enemy. Units that begin a 

turn in the same territory as the enemy may disengage and move to 

attack another area. If land units are unsupplied, they may move out of 

combat. 
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Combat Sequence. Combat is only one round of dice for the attacker 

and the defender. Naval and land units both remain in a contested 

territory until the next move.  

 

The attacker determines how many air, naval, and land units are 

engaged in combat by type, but all defender hits count.  

1) Air combat only. Fighters and tactical bombers can chose to solely 

engage an equal number of enemy aircraft. These aircraft on both sides 

therefore do not take part in subsequent naval or land combat. British 

roll one additional die for air radar. Tactical and strategic bombers may 

choose to bomb airfields after air combat. 

 

2) Paradrop, air land, and air resupply. Place seven units of any type or 

one supply chip. Transport aircraft are notional. One airborne or air 

landing unit, or the entire supply chip is lost for every two hits suffered 

from ADA and aircraft if there are no surviving fighter escorts. Air land 

units may land in contested airfields if Axis forces on the ground 

outnumber the British. Axis may not conduct subsequent airborne/air 

landing operations from airfields on Malta. 

 

3) Sea combat. This includes aircraft involved. Coastal guns do not fire 

again. British roll one additional die for naval radar. 

 

4) Naval assault units are landed and transports are offloaded in ports up 

to the capacity of the port involved. Axis naval assaults only occur once 

per day. On the opposite turn, move transports and/or destroyers off 

map for reloading. Transports may assault with one unit or may load or 

unload two units in a port. Operation Pedestal is assumed to be using 

ports to offload. The British player may reconfigure at a port to conduct 

an amphibious assault. 

 

5) Land combat. This includes supporting air and naval fire each turn. 

Naval fire and strategic bombers may not target specific land units but 

The attacker has one fighter and two tactical bombers, while the defender has three fighters. During air combat the attacker choses to roll for 

just the fighter, committing the two tactical bombers to land combat. The attacker hits one, the defender commits all three fighters to defend 

in air combat and hits two. The attacker may roll the defense of the hit tactical bomber. After both sides remove casualties the attacker’s 

remaining tactical bomber may participate in ground combat. All other aircraft were committed or destroyed. 
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fighters and tactical bombers can. Place all damaged infantry in your 

turn box, other units off map. Hits on both sides are applied to ground 

and air units but not naval.  

 

Regroup 

1) Tanks, mechanized, and recon may make a second move and conduct 

second combat without supporting air, land, or naval units. All defending 

units engaged may roll defense. 

 

2) Land aircraft. Axis may not land on captured airfields until it is held two 

turns. Airfields damaged in excess of three must be repaired with a 

supply chip or aircraft may not take off again. Aircraft may not land in 

contested territories. Unsupplied aircraft may be moved to carriers. 

 

3) Reconstitute 50% (rounding down (e.g. three hit infantry returns one) of 

damaged infantry back onto the map in locations where combat 

occurred or the adjacent territory. Italian and German casualties are not 

combined. Remove the other half of your losses from the game. Add 

one fighter, one tactical bomber, and one transport to the Axis on turn 5 

and 10. Advance turn marker. 

Victory Conditions 

Victory in OH will be decided by the success of each side. They have 7 

days (14 turns) to capture or hold key terrain on Malta. Key terrain is rated 

for victory points. Of 275 possible points: 250 points is a major victory, 175 

is a minor victory, 125/150 point split is a draw. Axis units must actually 

have a unit on terrain to hold, use airfield, or use ports while British are 

assumed to own the territory that is not Axis occupied. 

II 

Game Characteristics 
"The assault on Malta will cost us many casualties...but...I consider it absolutely 

essential for the future development of the war. If we take Malta, Libya will be safe." 

Count Ugo Cavallero - Italian Chief of Staff 1940-1943 
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This is a tactical level game. Game characteristics account for this perspective of 

combat, therefore, many tactical considerations are intertwined without overly 

complicating the characteristic Axis and Allies style game play. The units are 

representative of the actual forces that would have been involved in the order of battle 

for 1940 and 1942, but it is not intended to be perfect or precise.  

There are limitations for logistics that will come become significant in the operation. 

Airfields and naval bases/ports have throughput limitations, and supplies are critical to 

offensive operations. 

Geography and Economics 

Territory. Territory and sea zones each require one movement point between locations.  

Stacking restriction applies for aircraft based on the key terrain listed below. Lines of 

communication (LOCs) are not required. British control all Malta land territory unless 

there is an Axis unit present. 

Terrain. There is no movement or combat consequence for rivers, mountains, open 

areas, forest, cities, towns, forts, roads, etc.  

Airfield. These are fixed and may be damaged by tactical bombers and strategic 

bombers if attacked directly. They lose all capability if damage exceeds three 

hits. One supply chip can repair all damage. Airfields have a maximum on 

ground (MOG) capacity of two and  additional aircraft may land there but not 

take off again until MOG is reduced to two before the air move phase. They have 

integrated air defense. 

 

Naval Base. These are fixed and may be damaged by tactical bombers and strategic 

bombers if attacked directly. They lose all capability if damage exceeds three 

hits. One supply chip can repair all damage. Valleta is a major naval base that 

can load or offload three transports each turn. All other minor naval bases are 

limited to one transport per turn. They have integrated air defense. 

 

Supplies. One supply token required each turn for offensive operations. Airborne 

operations are air resupplied and beach forces are naval resupplied on the 

beach; they may attack one adjacent territory without a supply token. Supplies 

may be captured or destroyed when a territory is attacked and supplies are 

present—each player rolls 1D6 and the highest die decides. 
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Game Options 

 

Toulon Fleet. If agreed to be played, the Axis can introduce the Toulon Fleet on turn 6, 

fully loaded with naval assault or transported Axis units. Upon arrival roll five dice with a 

hit on 2 or less. The Toulon Fleet will disengage after any turn in which it is engaged by 

a fleet larger than itself (not including aircraft) or after the loss of two capital ships 

(battleship or cruiser). The placement on the map can be any location.  

 

Axis Optional Units. If agreed to be played, the Axis can include the Hermann Göring 

Brigade, two additional Italian Battleships, or the Carrier Aquila. 

 

1940 or 1942 Scenario. Below are the set up options for each scenario. Operation 

Pedestal arrives on turn six in 1940, and turn eight in 1942. 1940 Italian and British units 

are far fewer, and no Germans are available. 1942 includes multiple optional units. 

 

British Forces 
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Axis Forces 
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The Units 

Ground 

 Ground units (infantry, anti-tank, artillery, mechanized, recon, and tanks) all have the 

same attack and defend values. They fire Air Defense (ADA) only when they are 

defending against aircraft alone. They do not exhibit a zone of control (ZOC) into 

adjacent territories. 

 Anti-tank guns may fire at tanks alone. Excess hits have no effect on other units. 

 Tanks take two hits. Roll them on the side on the first hit and they are immobile. 
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 Air defense (ADA) integrated in radar, sea ports, airfields, and coastal guns may fire 

responsive ADA when Axis aircraft move into that territory. Axis flyovers to other 

territories do not trigger a response. Axis never have the option to fire at British 

aircraft when occupying airfields and sea ports. Coastal guns and radar sets defend 

against ground assaults even if they fired responsive ADA. 

Air 

 Aircraft have no movement allowance. They can range the entire map, each turn 

with the exception of the strategic aircraft that the British have off map. They can 

only range the map once a day and may never land on Malta. 

 Fighters and tactical bombers may attack other aircraft or conduct ground attack. If 

they attack aircraft, an equal number of defending aircraft must engage in air combat 

and may not subsequently attack land or naval units. When the attacker has fewer 

aircraft in air combat than the defender, the number of defender hits are counted. 

Fighters and tactical bombers may also select the target they are attacking on land 

or in naval engagements. 

 Strategic bombers may attack units or facilities (airfield and naval bases).  

Naval 

 Submarines, destroyers, cruisers, and battleships may select their target when 

attacking or defending. 

 Destroyers, cruisers, battleships, and carriers fire Air Defense (ADA) only when they 

are defending against aircraft alone. In combined naval/air engagements all units roll 

normal attack and defense values. 

 Submarines sneak attack takes place when they move first into an enemy fleet or 

when the enemy fleet moves into their sea zone. If a fleet decides not to move, but is 

already co-located with enemy submarines, they will get a sneak attack. Submarines 

may also move undetected from naval, air and coastal guns when moving alone. 

 Battleships and carriers require three hits to sink. Carriers that are damaged twice 

may not land/launch aircraft. Cruisers and destroyers can take two hits. 

 Carriers may carry two aircraft of any type, but no strategic bombers.  

 Battleships, cruisers, and destroyers may conduct shore bombardment if not 

engaged in naval combat. Defending land units can roll defense against land units 

only. 

 Transports may carry two units of any type for offloading into ports and one unit to 

conduct bare beach amphibious assaults. 

 Amphibious assaults can be withdrawn but any surviving units loaded onto ships 

must stay on the transports until the next turn. 
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Assets 

 Coastal guns have naval targeting ability used in reactive fire when Axis ships move 

into the adjacent sea zone. They fire only in one direction even if they cover 

two sea zones. They have ADA when Axis aircraft fly over. They defend at a 

2 and require two hits. Flip them over on the first hit with no degradation. 

 Naval mines roll three dice one time when ships pass through their sea 

zone. Two destroyers may remove naval mines in three turns but must roll 

for potential mine strike each turn. 

 Radar. There are four naval and three air radar. They allow the British player to 

redirect forces (naval assets up to their movement allowance) after the Axis 

move and add one die (roll 2 to hit) to air and naval combat as long as one 

radar set is active. Naval radar is at Xaghra, Maghtba, Naxxar, and Marsaskala. All 

other are air radar. Radar also has a defense force and rolls one when attacked in 

land combat. 

 Bunkers defend at 2. Represent small unit fortifications.  

Unit Values 

Table 

 Table of attack and defense 

values includes special notes. 

 Certain units have the ability to 

select their target as the 

attacker or defender. 

 Special notes include: 

 ADA rolls 1 for land units. 

 Target selection by fighters 

and bombers in ground 

attack. 

 ADA 2 by combat surface 

ships. 

 Target selection by offensive 

naval units.  
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III 

PARTS LIST 

 
Credits. 

Creator, designer, developer. Bob Hatcher 

Play Testers. Bob Hatcher, Aaron Neese, Matthew Kerns 

Producer. Historical Board Gaming 

Map maker. Jack Hatcher 

Dedication. To the 64th Brigade Support Battalion, 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 

4th Infantry Division—Logistics Warriors and Life Blood of the Army. Veterans 

of WWII, Vietnam, and Iraq.  

Remarks Infantry Anti-Tank Artillery Mech Recon Tank Fighter
Tactical 

Bomber

Strategic 

Bomber
Submarine Destroyer Cruiser Battleship Carrier Transport

German

7th Fleig HQs Turn 1 1 2     

1RHQ 3  1

2RHQ 3  1

3 RHQ 3  1

Fliegerkorps II 4 2 4

2.Kompanie/Panzer 

abteilung Port
1

Bde Hermann Göring Optional  2 1 1

Toulon Fleet Optional 7 6 2 1 6

Total German 10 2 3 2 1 2 4 3 4 7 6 2 1 0 6

Revised German 4 4 2 2 1 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 1 2

Italian

Camicia Nere (CCNN) 

Marines Turn 1
3 1 1

185 Folgore HQs 1 3

186 Rgt 3

187 Rgt 4

XXX Corps Troops 2 2 2 2 3 1

Livorno HQs Turn 1 1 1 4

33 Rgt  3

34 Rgt 3

Friuli  HQs Turn 1 1 1 3

87 Rgt 3

88 Rgt 3

Assietta Hqs Port 1 1 5

29 Rgt 3

30 Rgt 4

Napoli Hqs Port 1 3

75 Rgt 3

76 Rgt 3

La Spezia Hqs Airfield 2 1 4

125 Rgt 3

126 Rgt 3

Regia Marina 6 7 2 2 12

Taranto Optional 2

Aquila Carrier Optional 1 1 1

Regia Aeronautica 4 3 3

Total Italian 50 7 25 2 3 1 5 4 3 6 7 2 4 1 12

Revised Italian 25 6 10 2 3 1 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 3

British

AHQ Malta Kirkop 1 6 1 1 1 6 5 1

231 Bde Halfar 5 1 1

232 Bde Takali 4 1 1

233 Bde Valletta 6 1 1

234 Bde Krendi 3 1 1

Eagle Group 2 2 4 2 1 1

Pedestal 10 2 2 4 2 4 8 4 2 3 12

Gilbraltar 4

Total British 29 6 12 1 1 1 12 7 5 6 12 6 3 4 12

Revised British 20 5 9 1 1 1 8 4 3 2 2 2 2 4 3

  
Bunkers

Coastal 

Guns

Supply 

Tokens
Airfields Ports

Naval 

Mines
Radar Sets

Damage 

Markers
White Chips Red Chips

Turn 

Marker

36 16 14 6 6 3 7 10 105 12 1


